This paper proposes and analyzes data synchronization techniques that not only resynchronize after encoded bits are corrupted by insertion, deletion or substitution errors, but also produce estimates of the time indices of the decoded data symbols, in order to determine their positions in the original source sequence. The techniques are based on block codes, and the estimates are of the time indices modulo some integer T, called the timing span, which is desired to be large.
I. Introduction
To focus sharply on data synchronization issues, consider the situation, illustrated in Figure 1 , in which a stream, i.e. in nite sequence, of data symbols x = (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :) from a nite alphabet is encoded into a binary stream b = (b 1 ; b 2 ; : : :) that is connected to a decoder via a switch that closes at some arbitrary nite time. Thus, an arbitrary nite pre x of the encoded bit stream is lost, but no other corruption occurs. We refer to this connection of encoder to decoder as a switch channel 1 . The task of the decoder is to produce a data stream y = (y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :) having an in nite su x, say (y n ; y n+1 ; : : :), that is also an in nite su x of x, say (x m ; x m+1 ; : : :). In other words, the decoder should correctly reproduce all but a nite pre x of the original data stream. Since the decoder begins decoding at some arbitrary point in the encoded stream, it will typically produce wrong data for a while before acquiring synchronization and correctly reproducing data symbols thereafter. The number of bits received before the acquisition of synchronization is considered to be a resynchronization delay, and the delay D of a speci c code, i.e. an encoder-decoder pair, is de ned to be the supremum of the delay over all possible data streams and switch closing times. Clearly, we desire delay to be as small as possible. It may happen that for some data stream and some switch closing time, the decoder never acquires synchronization | for example, if the data alphabet has four symbols which the encoder maps one-at-a-time to binary codewords of length 2. In this case, it is impossible for the decoder to reliably acquire synchronization, since any parsing of the received stream into pairs of bits constitutes a valid encoded stream. In such a situation, the code delay is said to be in nite.
Synchronization codes generally make delay nite by introducing redundancy, which we also desire to be small. In other words, we want the rate of the code to be large, where, as in channel coding, we de ne rate to be the number of data symbols per encoded bit. Generally speaking there is a tradeo between rate and delay | codes with high rates (low redundancy) tend to have large delays.
So as to focus on data synchronization rather than data compression issues, we consider only codes that are xed-rate in the sense that there are integers i and j such that j bits emerge from the encoder for every i data symbols that enter. Such codes have rate R = i=j data symbols per encoded bit; equivalently, the redundancy of such codes is given by = (j ? i)=j = 1 ? R. We 1 Later, we consider synchronization in the more general setting where the data stream su ers arbitrary insertion, deletion and substitution errors. leave the investigation of variable-rate codes to future work. In many situations, in addition to acquiring data synchronization and reproducing data symbols, it would be quite valuable for the decoder to produce estimates of their time indices, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Speci cally, the decoder should produce two streams | one of data symbol reproductions (y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :) and the other of integer time indices (I 1 ; I 2 ; : : :). The time index of a data symbol is simply its position or ordinal number in the original data stream. Following the usual convention, the symbol with time index i is x i , the ith symbol produced by the source. When the decoder produces I j = i, then y j is intended to be the reproduction of x i .
As a motivating example, suppose the following sequence of temperatures corresponding to a known sequence of cities is encoded for transmission across a switch channel: We see that the decoder has acquired synchronization in time to produce \54" and all subsequent temperatures. However, since the user does not know the cities to which the various temperatures correspond, there is little value in the in nite su x of correctly decoded data symbols. Instead, we desire the decoder to produce an estimated index to accompany each output symbols, as in y = 73 40 54 36 42 73 45 79 66 . . . I = 12 7 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . . . Codes such as these, which we will call synchronization with timing codes, or sync-timing codes for short, are the focus of this paper. One possibility is to precede each encoded temperature with an encoding of the city to which it corresponds, but there are better methods. Other situations where sync-timing codes are needed include video transmission, where it is important that the decoder identify the beginning of each line and frame 2 , and consider simultaneous audio and video transmission, where is is important that the indices of the decoded audio data match those of the video.
Actually, the sync-timing codes that we explore in this paper have the more limited goal that the decoder produce the time indices modulo some positive integer, T, that we call the timing span of the code. The reason for providing only this limited form of timing is that, as shown in Appendix A, there are no sync-timing codes with nite delay and positive rate whose decoder can produce an in nite su x of the actual time indices, given that an arbitrary nite pre x of the encoded data might be lost. On the other hand, this \modulo" form of timing is not unprecedented. For example, conventional clocks tell time modulo 12 or 24 hours, calendars provide data modulo one year, and many time-stamping cameras and older computers provide dates modulo one century.
The key to providing good timing information is simply to choose T wisely. For example, in video transmission, if T corresponds to the length of one line, or a multiple thereof, then the decoder can display lines with the proper horizontal alignment. If T also corresponds to the length of one frame, or a multiple thereof, then the decoder can display lines with the proper vertical alignment, as well. (It will not display the bottom of one frame above the top of the next.) Finally, if T is also large relative to the size of video clips, then the decoder can identify which video clip is being displayed, even if it began decoding at some arbitrary point in the video stream. In simultaneous audio and video transmission, if T corresponds to, say, 1000 seconds, then either the audio and video will be perfectly synchronized, or they will be o by a multiple of 1000 seconds.
Though sometimes, as in the video coding example, T needs to be a multiple of some particular integer, generally, speaking the larger the value of T, the better. To amplify this, note that when the decoder assigns the index value i to a particular decoded data value, the user knows that the actual time index of this data value is some member of the set fi; T + i; 2T + i; : : :g. The larger the value of T, the less dense is this set, i.e., the less uncertainty there is about the actual time 2 Consider video transmission over a noisy channel, or a television viewer changing channels, causing the decoder input to switch from one data stream to another. index. Thus in this paper we will seek codes with large timing span.
In summary, the performance of a sync-timing code is characterized by the three quantities:
rate R (or redundancy = 1 ? R), delay 3 D, and timing span T. Having already mentioned the tradeo between rate R and delay D in conventional synchronization, we now mention that there are, not surprisingly, tradeo s among all three measures: R, D and T. Principal goals of this paper are to nd or bound the region of achievable (R; D; T) performance triples and to nd simple codes that come close to achieving these bounds. To characterize this region we will focus mainly on the function T(r; d) giving the maximum timing span of sync-timing codes with rate at least r and delay at most d.
Time indices of the sort produced by sync-timing code are essential in many, if not most, situations where synchronization is needed, and so provision is generally made to embed them in some fashion into the encoded bit stream. For example, the MPEG family of video coding standards embeds time stamps to synchronize the audio and video, and special markers at the beginning of frames and macroblock rows, in order to permit proper alignment of lines and frames. Moreover, to reduce resynchronization delay, it permits the encoder to introduce markers within rows of macroblocks, at the beginning of so-called slices, which are horizontally contiguous sets of macroblocks, cf. 1], Chap.'s 3, 8, 10. On the other hand, the provision of such timing information is not always done in the communication/coding system; rather it may be left to the user of the system, e.g. to the application layer, to provide the necessary encoding, such as sending the city name before the temperature. Nevertheless, valuable communication resources are devoted to such timing information. Therefore, even if it is not always the communications engineer who deals with timing information, it is important for there to be a sound understanding of the fundamentals of synchronization with timing. To our knowledge, this paper is the rst work to analyze synchronization codes on the basis of their timing information as well as their rate and 3 Delay is now de ned to be the maximum number of received bits until the decoder begins correctly reproducing data symbols and their modulo-T time indices.
delay, and to establish sync-timing codes as a class of codes.
In the rest of this paper, we focus on the important special case of binary data. Though the conventional synchronization problem has a trivial solution in this case, namely, the identity encoder and decoder, yielding a code with zero redundancy and zero delay, there are no such trivial solutions for synchronization with timing span T > 1. 4 Indeed, we anticipate that our methodology and results generalize to larger alphabets.
In Section II of this paper, we introduce a class of sync-timing codes called periodic pre x synchronized (PPS) codes. In their simplest form, which we call separable, these codes map each block of k data symbols into a binary codeword of length L k, and precede each codeword with one of p distinct markers, M 1 ; :::; M p , which are binary sequences of length m. The markers and codewords are chosen so the markers are distinctly recognizable in any encoded sequence (they cannot appear within a codeword or in the concatenation of a codeword and a marker) and, consequently, they permit resynchronization after bits are lost, inserted or changed. The sequence with which markers are used is M 1 ; : : : ; M p ; M 1 ; : : : ; M p , and so on. This permits a decoder to determine the time index of a decoded data symbol modulo T = kp, the timing span of the code. The rate of such a code is R = k=(L + m), and the delay is taken to be L + m, the number of bits between markers.
When p = 1, PPS codes are just the pre x-synchronized codes rst studied by Gilbert 2] , who analyzed their rate vs. blocklength (i.e. delay). Further analysis was undertaken by Guibas and Odlyzko 3] , and systematic encoding procedures were developed by Morita et al 4]. Commafree codes, which are a broader class of codes for conventional synchronization, were introduced earlier by Golomb, Gordon, Welch and Delbruck 5] 6], and further studied by Eastman 7] , and Golomb and Gordon 8].
Section II also provides a simple upper bound showing that for PPS codes, T(r; d) d2 d(1?r) .
In Sections III and IV, we consider two constructive approaches to PPS code design called natural marker and cascaded codes, respectively. The former is, arguably, the obvious approach. Section V introduces and studies two other classes of sync-timing codes, referred to as pre xsynchronized, embedded-index (PSE) codes and comma-free sync-timing (CFST) codes. While these lack the simple structure of separable PPS codes, it is found that their performance is somewhat better than that of cascaded codes. However, their timing span is again bounded by T(r; d) d2 d(1?r) , so they are not asymptotically better.
The paper concludes in Section VI, with an example and a summary. Some details of Sections I through V are left to appendices.
We conclude the introduction with several remarks. We rst point out that although, for simplicity, this section has focused on the switch channel, sync-timing codes are also needed and useful for more realistic channels that make arbitrary insertion, deletion or substitution errors, or some subset thereof. In this case, rate, timing span and delay are still the appropriate measures of performance. The rst two are de ned as before; delay requires the more general de nition that it is the smallest integer d such that whenever a su ciently large string of bits is received without error, the decoder will acquire data and timing synchronization within at most d bits and, subsequently, decode correctly until it is a ected by the next error. For PPS codes, this measure of delay is approximately the same as for the switch channel. Hence, the previously mentioned results on the achievable (R; D; T) performance triples for the switch channel apply also to this more general channel.
We wish to add the cautionary remark that synchronization codes by themselves cannot provide su ciently good performance in certain situations, for example, when used on a channel that makes arbitrary errors. In such a case, while they limit error propagation to roughly the delay of the code, these codes do tend to increase the frequency of errors, in the sense that even a single channel error may be magni ed into a burst of errors whose length is bounded by the delay of the code. Thus, if channel errors occur as frequently as, say, once every D bits, D being the delay of the code, the resulting decoded data is not likely to be very satisfactory. In this situation, it is preferable to rst use error-correcting codes to create a channel that makes infrequent errors, over which synchronization codes can o er good performance. Simulation results are available in the literature 9] that demonstrate precisely this point in the case of variable-length codes over the ordinary binary symmetric channel, where again data synchronization is an important issue.
The nal remark is to note that while we have de ned and discussed the synchronization problem at the data symbol level, in the previous literature, this problem is often considered at a higher level, in the context of data frames (cf. 10]). In this context, the encoded bit stream is assumed to be a sequence of binary codewords or frames, each of which encodes some string of data symbols. The synchronization problem then reduces to the problem of nding the correct parsing of the received bits into frames for further decoding. When a frame is decoded into a string of data symbols, the position of each data symbol in that string is known relative to the beginning of the string. Thus, in e ect, framing serves to provide timing information within the frame. While the previous work identi es rate and delay as performance measures, it fails to recognize timing span as such. Therefore, neither the tradeo s nor methods of expanding timing span beyond that obtainable with a simple code such as Gilbert's pre x-synchronized codes have previously been explored.
II. Periodic Prefix-Synchronized Codes
As suggested earlier, we assume that the data source has a binary alphabet, speci cally, fa; bg. Periodic pre x-synchronized (PPS) codes are binary block codes that insert synchronizing markers at regular intervals. They are characterized by positive integers p, m, L, non-negative integers k 1 ; : : : ; k p , distinct binary sequences called markers M 1 ; : : : ; M p , each of length m, and codebooks C 1 ; : : : ; C p . Each C i contains 2 k i binary codewords of length n = m + L from the set f0; 1g n , with the properties that each codeword begins with the marker M i , and when a codeword from C i is followed by one from C i+1 , no marker appears at any place except at the beginning of each codeword. Here, C p+1 is to be interpreted as C 1 .
Associated with each codebook is a bijective encoding rule e i : fa; bg k i ! C i . Encoding proceeds by applying e 1 to the rst k 1 data symbols, e 2 to the next k 2 , . . . , e p to the next k p data symbols, e 1 to the next k 1 data symbols, and so on. Overall, one may view the operation as block coding with input and output blocklengths K = contain sequences of length n, will be referred to as a (p; n) code, or a (p; m; n) code when m needs to be emphasized. The integer p will be called the period of the code. For p = 1, the above description is simply that of a pre x-synchronized code, rst studied by Gilbert 2] , and subsequently by Guibas and Odlyzko 3] among others. While there are several potential decoding algorithms, only one will be described here. Let e i ?1 denote the inverse of e i . To decode the received binary sequence y 1 ; y 2 ; y 3 ; : : :, the decoder looks for the rst occurrence of a marker. If the rst marker found is M i starting at y j+1 , for some i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; pg and some integer j 0, then the decoder discards y 1 ; : : : ; y j . It then checks whether (y j+1 y j+2 : : : y j+n ) 2 C i . If so, the decoder outputs the string of bits u = e i ?1 (y j+1 y j+2 : : : y j+n ), and the string of integers I = (k + 1; k + 2; : : : ; k + k i ), where k = P i?1 j=0 k j , de ning k 0 to be 0. It then begins another round of decoding, looking for the next marker and checking to see if it is embedded in a valid codeword. Since there can be no marker beginning and ending within (y j+1 y j+2 : : : y j+n ), it su ces to look for markers starting at y j+n?m+2 . On the other hand, if (y j+1 y j+2 : : : y j+n ) = 2 C i , then the decoder outputs nothing and begins another round of decoding starting at y j+2 . It is useful to point out that in the former case, after producing u and I, we could have the decoder begin another round of decoding starting at y j+n+1 . While this does not a ect the performance of the code when applied to the switch channel, it turns out that in the case of the channel that makes arbitrary insertion, deletion and synchronization errors, the delay due to this modi ed decoder is roughly twice that due to the decoder described originally.
This decoder, which has a sliding-block structure, as opposed to a block structure, could be used on the switch channel or any channel with insertion, deletion and substitution errors. As required, it outputs a decoded data stream u 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ; : : :, with each u i 2 fa; bg, and a decoded index stream I 1 ; I 2 ; I 3 : : :, with each I i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Kg, where K is the overall input blocklength de ned earlier, and where I i is what the decoder estimates to be the index, modulo K 5 , of u i as it appeared in the data sequence that was input to the encoder. Consequently, the timing span of the code is T = K = p n R We now discuss the code's ability to acquire synchronization, and the resulting delay. If the decoder begins operation at some arbitrary point in the sequence of encoded bits and no errors occur, as happens with the switch channel, then the decoder acquires synchronization as soon as it locates a marker. The above algorithm will locate a marker after at most n ? 1 more channel output bits have been discarded, the worst case being when the decoder begins operation at the second bit of a codeword from one of the C i 's.
It is also easy to see that if the channel makes an arbitrary, but nite, number of insertion, deletion and substitution errors, then the decoder begins to decode correctly after discarding or erroneously decoding at most n ? 1 uncorrupted bits beyond the last error. The worst case may occur, for example, when the channel makes a single error, ipping the second bit of the code stream. This may cause the rst n bits to no longer form an element of any of the C i 's, but the n bits starting from the second bit may now form a codeword from some C i . In such a case, the above algorithm erroneously decodes the n?1 uncorrupted bits following the error, but acquires synchronization (and timing) at the next marker. By the above reasoning, it follows that if the channel makes bursts of errors that are separated by at least (1 + i)n ? 1 uncorrupted bits, for some integer i > 0, then the above algorithm correctly decodes at least i codewords after each burst of errors.
It will be our convention that the delay (for acquiring data and timing synchronization) of a (p; n) PPS code with this decoder is
\modulo K " is used here in a sense slightly di erent from its conventional meaning: we intend x (mod K ) to mean x (mod K ) + 1 in the conventional sense This is in keeping with the fact that the decoder acquires synchronization after discarding or erroneously decoding at most n ? 1 bits beyond an error, in the absence of further errors. We take n to be the de nition of delay instead of n ? 1 because it is simpler and still captures the general idea of delay as a measure of the time needed to acquire synchronization and timing. It would also be perfectly reasonable to de ne delay in terms of the number of data symbols lost between the time of occurrence of an error and the time at which synchronization is recovered, which in this case would be nR. However, for the sake of convenience, we shall use (1) as the de nition.
In summary, the performance of a (p; n) PPS code is determined by the triple (R; D; T), with rate R close to 1, small delay D and large timing span T being desirable. Naturally, tradeo s exist. For example, to increase timing span T, while keeping R xed, it is necessary to either increase the delay D or period p. The latter may necessitate increasing the marker length m in order to obtain p distinct markers. Even if this is not necessary, an increase in the number of markers imposes additional constraints on the sequences allowable in the C i 's. So if m and n remain xed, then the k i 's and hence K may decrease, causing a decrease in the rate. Hence to keep the rate xed, it may be necessary to increase n, inducing a proportionate increase in K.
As suggested in the introduction, to characterize the set of achievable (R; D; T) triples, which represents a kind of capacity region for PPS codes, we focus on the functions D(p; r), which represents the least delay achievable by any PPS code with period p and rate at least r, T(p; r; d), which gives the maximum timing span achievable by any PPS code with period p, rate at least r and delay at most d, and T(r; d), which gives the maximum timing span achievable by any PPS code with any period, rate at least r and delay at most d. If we de ne R(p; n) to be the maximum rate achievable by a (p; n) code, if such a code exists, and to be zero otherwise, then we can write D(p; r) = min fn:R(p;n) rg n (2) T(p; r; d) = max fn:R(p;n) r; n dg p n R(p; n) (3) T(r; d) = max p T(p; r; d) (4) If there exists no PPS code with rate at least r, then we de ne D(p; r) = 
Proof : (i) Recall that D(p; r) is the least delay among all PPS codes with period p and rate at least r. We show that any (p; n) PPS code with rate R r has delay D = n (log 2 p)=(1 ? r).
The idea is that having markers of length m in a code of rate R places a lower limit on the length n of each codeword. Since the information content of a codeword is nR bits, the redundancy in the codeword is n(1 ? R) bits. Since the marker is part of the redundancy, we have m n(1 ? R), and hence n m 1 ? R where we have used the fact that R 1.
Obviously, various generalizations of PPS codes are possible. For example, we could allow the code alphabet to be non-binary. We could remove the requirement that all markers have the same length. Or, we might even allow each codebook C i to contain sequences of length n i , without the restriction that all n i 's be equal. However, in this paper, we shall only consider PPS codes as described above. Indeed, in Sections III and IV, we shall focus on PPS codes with the additional constraint of separability. Speci cally, for a separable (p; n) PPS code there is a base codebook C o containing codewords of length n ? m such that each C i consists of the codewords in C o , preceded with the ith marker M i . The markers and the base codebook are chosen so that no marker appears in the concatenation of a marker, a codeword and another marker, except at the beginning and end. In a companion paper 11], we present an exact analysis of optimal nonseparable PPS codes for p = 2. Here, the non-separability simpli es the analysis, because each codebook is designed knowing the marker with which it begins and the marker with which it is followed, whereas for separable codes, the base codebook is designed so that the base codewords could be preceded and followed by arbitrary markers.
III. Natural Marker Codes
As a rst PPS code construction, we introduce natural marker codes, which are probably the most elementary of sync-timing codes. They provide useful benchmarks and bounds to optimal performance. It is also interesting to learn how well such conceptually simple codes can perform.
A (p; n) natural marker code is a separable (p; n) PPS code whose ith marker, M i , consists of a ag, followed by a zero, followed by a binary representation, in dlog 2 pe bits, of the index i 7 .
The ag is the sequence 1 m 1 , i.e., m 1 ones, where m 1 = dlog 2 pe + 1. Thus, the length of each marker is m = 2dlog 2 pe+2. The base codebook C o consists of all sequences of length L = n?m that begin and end with a zero and do not contain the ag, i.e., do not contain m 1 consecutive ones. One may easily check that with this choice of markers and base codebook, markers will not appear within a codeword nor in the concatenation of a codeword and a marker. Thus, natural marker codes are valid separable (p; n) PPS codes.
The essential idea of a natural marker code is that the ag is a recognizable sequence, appearing only at the beginning of each marker, that can be used for synchronization. The index i provides timing information. As an example, for p = 4, the set of natural markers is f111000; 111001; 111010; 111011g. Incidentally, the MPEG video coding standard uses similar markers. For example, before the encoding of each slice (a horizontally contiguous set of macroblocks), there is a marker whose rst component is a ag consisting of 23 or more zero's followed by a one, and whose second component is, in e ect, a pair of integers indicating the vertical and horizontal position of the slice.
We now comment on the various choices made in de ning natural marker codes. The zero between the ag and the index prevents a ag from appearing in the concatenation of the two. The all-ones ag is chosen because it is conceptually simple and because Gilbert 2] showed that for any m 1 , the all-ones marker is optimal for pre x-synchronized codes with markers of length m 1 and all su ciently large codelengths. From this, it can be shown that choosing the all-ones ag permits the base codebook C o to be, approximately, as large as possible. One could also choose C o to be the set of all sequences that begin and end with zero and do not contain 1 m 1 0.
Though this would increase the rate slightly, it would inhibit the development of the bounds given below. The length of the ag, m 1 , is chosen to be dlog 2 pe + 1 so that it is as short as possible, while not allowing the ag to be contained in the binary representation of any marker index. Finally, we note that when p is not a power of 2, one could take m 1 to be dlog 2 pe, thus reducing the length of the marker, while still satisfying the constraint that 1 m 1 will not appear in any marker index. However, since the resultant gain is marginal, and so as to avoid having to deal separately with the case when p is a power of 2, we shall continue to take m 1 to be as 7 As the indices to be represented are f1; 2; : : : ; pg, index i is denoted by the usual binary representation of i ?1. (2), (3) and (4) codebook. Accordingly, for p = 2; 4; 8; 16, Figure 4 plots the performance of the best generalized natural marker codes. Also plotted is a triangle representing the performance of the best pre x synchronized codes (p = 1) with rate at least r, as determined from the results of Gilbert 2] .
Finally, the dashed lines show the upper bound in Theorem 1, as well as the upper and lower bounds derived speci cally for natural marker codes in Theorem 4 below. It can be seen that the timing span of natural marker codes seems to grow exponentially with delay, but not as fast as the exponential rate of growth of the upper bound in Theorem 1.
We now derive bounds to D N (p; r) from which bounds to T N (r; d) will subsequently be found. 2 p d(1 ? r) . This is consistent with what was deduced from the corollary to Theorem 2, since the delay of a code is equal to the length of its codewords.
IV. Cascaded codes
As shown in the previous section, the redundancy of natural marker codes is dominated by the length of the markers. Therefore, it makes sense to try to reduce this length. Clearly, one cannot hope to reduce the number of bits needed to describe the marker index below log 2 p. However, in this section, we show that the ag length can be reduced, with substantial bene t.
The constraint that governs the design of ag-followed-by-index type markers is that the ag should not appear within the representation of the index of any marker, nor in the concatenation of the ag and the index. Natural marker codes insure this simply by making the ag longer than the binary representation of the index, i.e. m 1 > dlog 2 pe, and by putting a zero between the ag and the index.
A better approach is to allow the ag to have length m 1 < dlog 2 pe, but to require that the marker indices be represented by sequences of some length m 2 that do not contain the ag. We continue to choose the ag to be the all-ones sequence of length m 1 because, as discussed in the previous section, this choice of ag tends to maximize the size of the base codebook. Clearly, m 1 and m 2 must be chosen so that the number of sequences of length m 2 that do not contain the ag 1 m 1 is at least p, i.e. so that g(m 1 ; m 2 ) p. This will generally require m 2 to be somewhat larger than dlog 2 pe, the number of bits used by natural marker codes. The reduction in m 1 will also decrease g(m 1 ; n), which is the maximum size of the base codebook. However, a small increase in m 2 and the base codebook redundancy will be more than o set by the large decrease in marker length. PPS codes of the type sketched above will be called cascaded codes, because they cascade a ag, a code for the marker index and a code for the data. Hence, for p p(r) = max(p 1 (r); p 2 (r)), a (p; m 1 ; m; n) cascaded code has rate at least r. Finally, the delay of this code is n 1 1?r (log 2 p + log 2 log 2 p + (r) + 7) + 1. Thus, we see that it is possible for PPS codes, speci cally cascaded codes, to asymptotically achieve the lower bound on D(p; r) that was derived in Section II. Comparing this result with the corresponding result for natural marker codes, we see that for large p, there exist period-p cascaded codes with rate at least r that have delay, or equivalently codelength, about half that of the best natural marker codes with period p and rate at least r. This gain is principally due to reducing the ag length from dlog 2 pe + 1 to approximately log 2 log 2 p, while increasing the bits required to describe the markers from dlog 2 pe to just dlog 2 pe + 1. Thus, the total marker length has been cut approximately in half. Note that like well-designed natural marker codes, well-designed cascaded codes have marker length, m n(1 ? r), which shows that almost all the redundancy in the code lies in the markers. Equivalently, such codes have n m=(1 ? r), which shows why their delay is, approximately, proportional to their marker length.
The next result provides an asymptotic lower bound to T C (r; d), the maximum timing span of cascaded codes with rate at least r and delay at most d. . an increase in encoding and decoding complexity, somewhat better performance can be obtained by jointly encoding the marker indices with the data. For instance, consider a code that encodes a block of k data bits and an integer from f1; 2; : : : ; pg into a block of n bits, consisting of the all-ones ag of length m 1 , followed by a zero, followed by a binary codeword of length n?m 1 ?2 that does not contain the ag, followed by a zero. Since the maximum number of such codewords is g(m 1 ; n?m 1 ?2), we must have p 2 k g(m 1 ; n?m 1 ?2). Therefore, given positive integers p, m 1 and n, to maximize the rate of the resulting code, we choose k = blog 2 (g(m 1 ; n?m 1 ?2)=p)c.
As one would expect, when encoding the ith k-block of data, the encoder assigns a codeword of length n to the data block paired with the integer i modulo p. The result is a (p; n) sync-timing code with delay D = n, rate R = k n = blog 2 g(m 1 ; n ? m 1 ? 2) ? log 2 pc n and timing span T = kp.
This new class of codes, which we call pre x-synchronized, embedded-index codes (PSE codes), can be viewed as a generalization of separable PPS codes, because the latter are the special case where the codebook is the Cartesian product of codebooks for the markers and the data. Non-separable PPS codes are not PSE codes, nor vice versa. It can also be seen that PSE codes are just pre x-synchronized codes in the sense of Gilbert 2] , used in a way that yields increased timing span at the expense of reduced rate. The increase in complexity mentioned earlier is due to the fact that encoding and decoding approximately k + log 2 p bits using one large codebook is more complex than separately encoding k and dlog 2 pe bits using two smaller codebooks.
From values of the function g(m 1 ; L), it is possible to compute D PSE (p; r), the least delay among all PSE codes with period p and rate at least r. For r = 0:9, and various values of p, Figure 6 plots points (d; t), where d = D PSE (p; r) and t = T PSE (p; r; d), which is the maximum timing span of PSE codes with period p, rate at least r, and delay at most d. It can be seen that at this rate, the timing span of PSE codes is larger than that of cascaded codes by a factor of approximately 2{4.
Lastly, one may dispense entirely with markers and ags by deriving (p; n) sync-timing codes The gain in performance in going from PSE codes to CFST codes comes at the expense of an increase in complexity, which is two-fold. Firstly, in order to acquire synchronization, one has to slide a window of width n across the received sequence of encoded bits so as to be able to match the windowed bits with some CFST codeword, while for PSE codes, it is su cient to have a window of width m 1 n, and match the windowed bits with the all-ones ag. Secondly, for CFST codes, blocks of n bits carry information about the encoded data, as opposed to blocks of n ? m 1 ? 2 bits for PSE codes, and so the actual process of encoding and decoding the data bits is slightly more complex.
Finally, it should be noted that the bounds derived in Theorem 1 for PPS codes are also valid for PSE and CFST codes. These bounds are derived by noting that the redundancy in a codeword of a (p; n) PPS code with rate R is n(1 ? R), and since this redundancy encodes an index from f1; 2; : : : ; pg, we must have n(1 ? R) log 2 p. The same reasoning applies to PSE and CFST codes, as well. Also, since cascaded codes form a subset of PSE codes, which are in turn a subset of CFST codes, it follows that the bounds derived in Theorems 6 and 8 also hold for PSE and CFST codes. The dashed lines in Figure 6 show the upper bound to T(r; d) derived in Theorem 1, and the lower bound to T C (r; d) derived in Theorem 8.
VI. Concluding Remarks
As an illustration of what is possible, suppose that sync-timing codes are applied to a compressed video sequence, whose frames contain 352 288 pixels. First, suppose that the video sequence is compressed to R s = 0:5 bpp (bits per pixel) and that the delay D and timing T must each correspond to one video line, so that immediately after receiving the bits describing a line, the decoder can display it with the proper horizontal alignment. Since timing span need only be as large as delay, one can use conventional pre x synchronized codes (i.e., p = 1), and as shown in the rst line of Table I , the largest possible rate is 0.95, which implies that 9 redundant bits are added to each line. Second, suppose that while delay should again correspond to one line, timing span should correspond to one frame, so that after receiving the bits describing a line, the decoder can display it in the proper vertical as well as horizontal position. The second line of Table I gives upper and lower bounds to the maximum possible rate, and the corresponding numbers of redundant bits per line, assuming cascaded codes and using the bounds developed previously to T C (r; d). Note that the period of the cascaded code is p = 288, i.e., the number of lines per frame. We see that the rate may have to decrease from 0.95 (5% redundancy) to something no smaller than 0.88 (12% redundancy). Thirdly, suppose one is willing to wait for an entire frame to arrive (rather than just a line) before decoding and displaying. In this case, we allow the delay to correspond to one frame, and if we require rate 0.99 (1% redundancy), then as indicated by the third line of Table I a cascaded code can achieve timing span equivalent to more than 10 138 years, assuming 30 frames per second. This decoder can begin decoding anywhere in the middle of a huge video sequence, and after receiving one frame, it will know which frame it is decoding. The remaining lines of the table repeat the rst three lines, but for smaller values of the compression rate. These have the e ect of reducing the permissible delay, making it more di cult to obtain large rate and timing span.
In summary, in this paper we have proposed and analyzed several kinds of block sync-timing codes on the basis of their rate (or redundancy), their resynchronization delay, and their timing span. For a given target rate r, natural marker, cascaded, pre x-synchronized embedded-index (PSE), and comma-free sync-timing (CFST) codes all have timing span increasing exponentially with delay d. For the simplest kind, natural marker codes, the dominant term in the exponent is d(1 ? r)=2, while for the other codes, it is twice this. Thus, large timing spans are attainable with only moderate values of delay. Appendix A In this appendix, we prove the non-existence of sync-timing codes with non-zero rate, nite delay and in nite timing span. We begin by introducing some preliminary notation. Given a set A and a positive integer n, de ne A n to be the set of all length-n sequences of elements in A, A to be the set of all nite sequences (including the empty sequence) of elements in A, and A 1 to be the set of all in nite sequences of elements in A. Let A denote a nite alphabet of data symbols, and let N denote the set of non-negative integers. A (binary) sync-timing code operating on A consists of an encoder and a decoder.
The encoder is a one-to-one map e : A 1 ! f0; 1g 1 Since the above shows there is no suitable code for the switch channel, there can be none for the more general channel that permits arbitrary insertion, deletion and substitution errors. 
